This paper investigates the problem of embedding planar graphs in books of few pages. An efficient algorithm for embedding a planar graph in a book establishes an upper bound of seven pages for any planar graph. This disproves a conjecture of Bernhart and Kainen that the pagenumber of a planar graph can be arbitrarily large. It is also shown that the stellations of K3 have pagenumber three, the best possible.
Introduction
Rosenberg 151 has developed the Diogenes approach for implementing fault-tolerant arrays of processors in which processors are embedded in a line and connected by hardware stacks or queues that run above the line. The problem of implementing arrays with stacks in the Diogenes approach can be translated into a problem of embedding graphs in books. Chung, Leighton and Rosenberg [3, 4] investigate this latter problem in both specific and general cases. This paper investigates the problem for the specific case of planar graphs.
A book embedding of a graph is an ordering of its vertices along the spine of a book (i.e., linearly) and an assignment of each edge of the graph to a page of the book so that if two edges are embedded on the same page of the book, then they do not intersect. Equivalently, the vertices can be embedded on a circle with the edges being chords of the circle, and the chords assigned to pages so that no two intersecting chords are assigned to the same page. This research investigates the problem of embedding any planar graph in a book of few pages. The minimum number of pages within which a graph can be book-embedded is called its pagenumber. It is known that the graphs of pagenumber one are exactly the outerplanar graphs and that the graphs of pagenumber two are exactly the subhamiltonian planar graphs (planar graphs that can be edge-augmented to have hamiltonian circuits, yet remain planar) [4]. Edges outside the circuit are placed in one page, edges inside the circuit are placed in a second page; edges on the circuit may be placed in either page. Since there are maximal planar graphs that are not hamiltonian, there are planar graphs with pagenumber a t least three. Buss and Shor [2] give an algorithm that embeds any planar graph in nine pages. This paper gives an algorithm of quite different construction which embeds any planar graph in seven pages.
Clearly, if an algorithm is found to embed any triangulated planar graph, then any planar graph can be embedded; triangulate the planar graph, embed the triangulated graph and finally remove edges added by triangulation. W e consider here a slightly broader class of planar graphs, inner-triangulated planar graphs. All triangulated planar graphs are inner-triangulated. Also, the planar embedding of a graph is fixed except for local modifications explicitly carried o u t by the algorithm. The main result of this research is that any inner-triangulated planar graph (and hence any planar graph) can be embedded in a seven page book.
The book embedding problem consists of two parts. First, the vertices of the graph are linearly ordered (in fact, the ordering can be circular, so the vertices are placed on a circle). to be sufficiently large. Buss and Shor [a] disproved this conjecture by showing all planar graphs can be embedded in nine pages. Our algorithm improves on that result. In this section, we also disprove the conjecture for the simple case of G=K3, a triangle. ( 2 ) the three added edges (u,z) , (v,z) and (w,z) are embedded in three different pages. For vertices d and e in Figure 2 , condition (1) is met by, say, arcs ae and ed. Condition (2) is clearly satisfied for d and e.
The embedding of vertices and edges exterior to K3 will be symmetric to the embedding of the interior of K3, so vertex e and any further stellations of the exterior of K3 will not be shown. In fact, it is sufficient to show the embedding of the "interior" of ST 2(K3) t o demonstrate the inductive step. Figure 4 shows the completed book embedding where new edges have been assigned to one of the three pages. By using the inductive assumptions, it is possible to argue that there is no page conflict between the new edges and previous edges. Also, one easily verifies that conditions (1) and ( 2 ) hold for new vertices f, g and h.
Thus, the induction goes through.
Definitions
An inner-triangulated planar graph is a connected undirected graph (without loops or multiple edges) that can be embedded in the plane so that the exterior face is bounded by a cycle and any interior face is bounded by a triangle. Clearly, any triangulated planar graph is innertriangulated. Henceforth, whenever a graph is given to be inner-triangulated, a planar embedding of the above nature is assumed given. The interior and exterior of a cycle are defined with respect to this embedding.
Let G=( V,E) be an inner-triangulated planar graph. We now define levels for the vertices and edges of G. The definitions are iteratively derived. V,, the set of level U vertices, contains exactly the vertices on the exterior face of G. Eo, The set Ek can be further partitioned. c k , the set of level k cycle edges, contains edge (v1,v2) if (v1,v2) is in a cycle of Gk Nk, the set of level k non-cycle edges, equals Ek-Ck.
A vertex v EVk is a pinch vertex if v is contained in more than one cycle of Gk. A pinch vertex v is said to be separated from a cycle C of Gk in a book embedding if v is in C and there are vertices not in C o n both arcs between v and the remaining vertices of C.
We need the following result to continue definitions. 
Proof:
The proof is by induction on IC. Clearly, it is true for k=O. Assume k>O and the result is true for IC-1. By inductive hypothesis, C is contained in some cycle K in Gk-l. Let v be any vertex interior to C. Then v is also interior to K by planarity. Hence v €Vi for some j>k-1. If v EVk, then there exists U EVk-1 such that (u,v) is an edge of G. Since K is a boundary in Gk-1, U is a vertex of K . But then the edge (u,v) crosses the cycle C, which is impossible. Hence II €5 for some j > k . Any edge interior to C which is not in Xi is incident to such a v, and hence is in Xi, j > k , Bj,i+l, j > k or E5 j> k.
Define the weight of a cycle in G t o be the count of vertices on the cycle or interior to the cycle. Suppose v €Vi, j > k . Then by inductive hypothesis, v is in the interior of some cycle K in Gk-l. Let C be a cycle of maximum weight that is interior to K and which contains v in its interior. (Such a C must exist since j > k and G is triangulated.) Suppose some vertex U on C were in V,, m>k. Then any vertex adjacent to U and exterior to C is a t a level no smaller than k and is in the interior of K. But then, these vertices could be used to make a cycle of greater weight than C within K . Thus, all vertices of C are at level k and all vertices exterior to C are a t level k or less. Suppose some edge (u,v) of C is not at level k.
is a triangle. Then w €Uk and C is not of maximum weight. Hence, C is a cycle of Gk. By similar argument, an edge in xk, j>k, Bi,j+l, j z k or Ei, j> k is contained in some cycle of Gk.
If C is a cycle of Gk, then the subgraph of G consisting of C and its interior, GIC (read G restricted to C), is an inner-triangulated planar graph containing only edges and vertices a t levels j , j > k . Hence, subsets of the previously defined leveled sets which are restrictions to the interior of C can be defined. For example, <Ic, j > k ,
consists of all edges of Bj,j+l which are interior to
6.
Note that since GIC is inner-triangulated, results for G translate to results for GIC. 
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(when C is traversed clockwise). Then there is a path in GIC from viPl t o that includes only vertices adjacent to vi, since the interior of C is triangulated. Define Pu, to be this path. Figure 5 shows an example of an innertriangulated graph with two levels. Vertices 8 211, . , . ,u12 are in Vo, while vertices ul, . . * ,us (u7,v9) are level 0 cross edges.
cycles, Nl=El and C1=O. Examples of level 0 to level 1 binding edges are (vl,ul) , (v4,u5) and
Edges (v2,v4) , (v4,u10) , (u5rv9) and
h c e G1 has no ul, u2, u3, u4, us) and ( u4, %, u7). The only pinch vertex is u4. The only cross edge is (u3,u5).
sense of a closed curve in the plane and that cycles of G, are disjoint, except perhaps for a shared pinch vertex. 
Levels without cycles
If G has only two non-empty levels and level 1 contains no cycle, then we can show that G is subhamiltonian in a special sense. The cyclic order of vertices in Go can be preserved in the hamiltonian circuit. T h e algorithm for obtaining this hamiltonian circuit motivates the vertex ordering of our main algorithm in section 6. Lemma 5.1. If G, contains no cycles, then G, is a forest and no level greater than 1 is non-empty. We apply Theorem 5.4 to the graph G of Figure 5 . G, contains no cycles and is not connected. Hence, we re-embed the edges of and retriangulate the interior of Go. Figure 7 shows the result. T h e curved edges are those have been 2dded so t h a t the interior of Go is now T o make the layout of each cycle independent of all others, the vertices of each cycle of Gk should be laid o u t consecutively, without intervening vertices and in cycle order. This will always be possible except when there are pinch vertices. In that case, the algorithm places the vertices of the cycle in cycle order and possibly leaves some level IC-1 vertices between a single pinch vertex and the rest of the cycle vertices. It is important that a t most one vertex of a cycle be separated from the rest of the vertices.
Proof
Cross edges can cause problems for the layout. When a cycle has cross edges, the technique of the previous section will be applied. T h e cross edges are re-embedded exterior to the cycle and the interior of the cycle is triangulated without adding new cross edges. Edges added during triangulation can be deleted a t the very end of the algorithm.
Let C be a cycle of Gk. T h e algorithm places the vertices of Gk+llC by finding a cycle through the vertices of C and vk+,lc T h e cycle will not really be a hamiltonian circuit since some edges of Ek+,lC must be deleted and some edges added to complete the cycle. In particular, for any cycle of Gk+,lC, exactly one edge will be deleted. Suppose (v1, v2) is the edge in E~+ , I~ to be deleted and let v3EVklC be such that (v1,v2,v3) is a face of G. Then when (v1,v2) is deleted, edges from v3 t o all remaining vertices of the level k+l cycle can be added to the planar embedding (if the interior of the cycle is ignored). Then the algorithm traverses the entire level k + l cycle from v1 around to v2 and is able to proceed to the next vertex.
The algorithm assumes the existence of a pool of seven pages, S = {s,, . . . ,s7}. Place the vertices of Go around the circle in cycle order.
Choose an arbitrary vertex w EVo and invoke
LAYOUT(G,,~,~~,{S~JS~,S~}).
LAYOUT is a procedure called with four Whenever LAYOUT is entered, its assumptions are met. In particular, the following assumption holds: when LAYOUT ( C,v,s, T ) is invoked, any vertices between v and the remainder of C have edges on only five of the seven pages. All edges in G that are incident t o vertices of C are assigned to one of the five pages in w{s,r3). Either page rl or r2 is assigned to all edges from a pinch vertex a t the next level that may intersect those edges, thus avoiding conflict with the five pages incident t o vertices of C.
It is now clear that the reason the algorithm must use seven pages is the possible existence of pinch vertices for cycles of C. If G has no pinch vertices, the algorithm can easily be modified t o use only four pages.
As an example, the modification that LAY-O U T performs on the graph G of Figure 6 is shown in Figure 9 . When LAYOUT encounters edge (u1,u2) , it deletes that edge and adds edges (vl,u5), (v1,u4) and (~1 ,~3 ) .
It then traverses that cycle in the order u1,u5,u4,u3,%. 
Conclusion
This paper has presented an algorithm for embedding any planar graph in seven pages. The algorithm can be shown t o have time performance 0(n2), so that it is efficient. Seven pages Future research might consist between the best current lower lages and this new upper bound t'he author conjectures that four bound for pagenumber of planar Jely on the investigation t h a t new algorithm, as he has no knows requires more than three
